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It was great to meet you all and just sorry time was too short to get to know each
other better.  CTA Rio Grande Valley, you did a terrific job changing our lives –
we are all the richer for what you gave us.  I am truly grateful. 

Several of us were able to go to Brownsville and cross the bridge into Mexico.  I
think I am still digesting and processing what I saw.  At the hotel, we split up into
a couple groups to drive to Brownsville.  It was about an hour away.  Upon arrival,
we parked and met up just a few feet from the border gate to cross into Mexico.  

This was a sign across from one of the parking lots … if you can zoom in on
different parts, you will enjoy the sarcasm of the many trademarks.  

We were given words of wisdom, supplies to carry in for the free stores (clothing,
blankets, diapers, etc.) and we were all checking our pockets to make sure we had
to correct change for the turnstile.  





We are walking in … over the bridge … 



This is a sight that greeted us.  Behind the fence were hundreds of camping tents,
many covered in plastic, clothes drying on the fence or on the bushes.  The blue
barrel is a hand washing station.  

I didn’t think this could be real.  This is on TV, not a reality, not in front of me.
How can people be living in this place?  There was no grass, just dirt.  There were
little kids running around playing.  Adults were standing, talking with each other
and of course, many eyes were on us.  

 



 

       

There was a tent with basic medical supplies and 2 health professionals.

 



This is Free Store #1.  Folks live in this tent as well as house supplies for people 
needing basic things.  I was amazed at the community outreach from Team 
Brownsville.  They bring in 400 breakfast meals a day and 500 dinner meals.  



This little fellow loved showing off his 
lawnmower!



Between the showers is a big laundry station.

I do think most of us were amazed at how CLEAN 
people were.  I don’t think there was a tree, bush or fence
without clothing on it.  I was told many of the men like to
wash in the Rio Bravo.  

 



 

Cooking a bit of food.



A water station.



A water station. A clay oven that a man just built.
The clay is still wet.

 

                                                 

New Boston Red Sox Fans (check out the hat!)



Many tables were like this one.  Built from sticks and branches and worked well 
for holding supplies.



We did see many children and few toys.  But they were all playing and 
having fun.  Caught these two in a tree watching us!  The rope is a clothes 
line.



 A few extra showers. A hand washing 
station.



I got permission from a supervisor to photograph this poster inside the 
border patrol crossing back into the USA.  So it looks like you can call and 
file a complaint!  You can enlarge the photo and get the website and phone 
number.

Thanks for taking care of us!

Just outside of the entrance back into the USA.



Thank you for sharing your passion of helping others with us.

I took this photo before I realized what the backpack said ….

[Tracy McNulty, Mason, OH]


